DOUBLE ZIGZAG
By Liz Katsuro
Updated 7/8/15 With 6 Sizes!

Shown using Animal Print – Leopard and Animal Print – White Leopard

This very easy strip-pieced pattern is suitable for a brand new beginner, and can be made in any two fabrics you like!
DIRECTIONS

1. Sew your strips together in pairs, one of each fabric, down the long side and press open. Your strip sets should be 4.5" wide. Be careful to sew an even 1/4" seam.

2. Cut each set of strips into (9) 4.5" squares.

3. Assemble your odd-numbered rows (first row, third row, etc) as shown below. Your row will end up looking like letter “L” pairs lying on their sides.
4. Assemble your even-numbered rows as shown below.

5. Assemble your top by attaching your rows in order from top to bottom. (Be sure to lay them all out first!)

Row 1

Row 2

Row 3

Lay your rows out in sequence before beginning to sew the rows together! Carefully attach in order to finish your top.

See below for more info on each of 6 sizes!
Baby Size – Layout 9 blocks across, 10 rows down
36” x 40”

Shown with Elegant Scrolls Natural, and Elegant Scrolls Sunshine

Step One – make 10 sets of 2 strips
Step Two – cut (90) 4.5” blocks
Step Three – make 5 rows with 9 blocks
Step Four – make 5 rows with 9 blocks

Materials Needed: 10 strips of each different fabric
Shopping List: 1 each of 2 different single fabric/binding strip rolls
(will include enough extra for borders/binding)
Lap Size – photo shown above – layout 13 blocks across, 13 rows down
52” x 52”

Step One – make 19 sets of 2 strips
Step Two – cut (169) 4.5” blocks
Step Three – make 7 rows of 13 blocks
Step Four – make 6 rows of 13 blocks

Materials needed: 19 strips of each different fabrics
Shopping List: 1 each of 2 different single fabric/binding strip rolls
(will not include enough extra fabric for borders/binding – add an extra roll for that)
Throw Size – layout 16 blocks across, 16 rows down
64” x 64”

Step One – make 29 sets of 2 strips
Step Two – Cut (256) 4.5” blocks
Step Three – make 8 rows of 16 blocks
Step Four – make 8 rows of 16 blocks

Materials needed: 29 strips of each color
Shopping List: 2 each of 2 different single fabric/binding strip rolls (will include enough extra for border/binding)

Shown using Sponge Paint Sapphire, and Sponge Paint Dark Cherry
Twin Size – layout 17 blocks across, 21 rows down
68” x 84”

Shown using **Smoke Charcoal**, and **Elegant Scrolls Blood Red**

Step One – make 40 sets of 2 strips
Step Two – cut (357) 4.5” blocks
Step Three – make 11 rows of 17 blocks
Step Four – make 10 rows of 17 Blocks

Materials Needed: 40 strips of each fabric
Shopping List: 2 rolls each of 2 different [single fabric/binding strip rolls](#) (will not include enough for binding or borders – add an extra roll for that)
Queen Size – layout 21 blocks across, 21 rows down
84” x 84”

Shown using Elegant Scrolls Ocean, and Elegant Scrolls Violet

Step One – make 49 sets of 2 strips
   Step Two – cut (441) 4.5” blocks
   Step Three – make 11 rows of 21 blocks
   Step Four – make 10 rows of 21 blocks

Materials Needed: 49 strips of each fabric
Shopping List: 3 rolls each of 2 different single fabric/binding strip rolls (will include enough extra for binding/border)
King Size – layout 23 blocks across, 24 rows down
92” x 96”

Step One – make 62 sets of 2 strips
Step Two – cute (552) 4.5” blocks
Step Three – make 12 rows of 23 blocks
Step Four – make 12 rows of 23 blocks

Materials Needed: 62 strips each of 2 different fabrics
Shopping List: 4 rolls each of 2 different single fabric/binding strip rolls (will include enough extra fabric for borders/binding)